City 300
GREAT LUXURY
IN SMALL SIZE

City 300

The TOUCH SCREEN
dramatically widens
both the drinks offer
and the customization
options. The 12’’ touch
screen with its intuitive
and attractive interface,
allows the user to select
a tailor made drink in
only few seconds.

TRANSPARENT
COFFEE CANISTER
WITH VACUUM
SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY
coffee beans
freshness
perception

Stainless steel
SELF-ADJUSTING
GRINDERS

City 300
turns your coffee break into a moment of real pleasure.

Volumetric
COFFEE DOSER

Preheated
stainless steel
COFFEE CHAMBER,
for a perfect extraction
since the ﬁrst coffee

The VISION DOOR gives an unprecedented
view of the whole preparation process of
your drink, from grinding the coffee beans to
dispensing the selected cup through the
automatic, rotating door.

Thanks to the Ducale COFFEE BREWER and the
VACUUM SYSTEM, the quality of the espresso
based drinks is always excellent, just like in a
coffee bar. The coffee brewer with stainless steel
brewing chamber and automatically adjustable
grinder-doser allows the quality to remain excellent, drink after drink. The aroma and freshness
of the coffee beans remain unaltered for a long
time thanks to the vacuum system.

City 300 is the ground-breaking Ducale table top model which
boasts, in limited dimensions, all the technology you’d expect to
ﬁnd in the top of the range, freestanding machines. The Ducale
user experience is unique, thanks to captivating aesthetics, technical innovation and the high quality of the dispensed drinks.

This model forecast TWO TOPPING
OPTIONS for the drinks ensuring that every
taste and customer request can be satisﬁed.

DUAL CUP
TECHNOLOGY
two different
cup size to maximize
the taste of drinks

Up to
6 INSTANT
CANISTERS
of different capacities

The AUTOMATIC OPENING AND
CLOSING of the delivery area
allows an easy collection of the
drink without any contact with the
machine and guarantees, at the
same time, an uncontaminated
internal environment.
The DUAL CUP and PLOTTER systems enhance the
consumer experience. The chosen drink is delivered in
the cup to which it is most suited, and served like in a
coffee bar.

2 AVAILABLE
TOPPINGS,
unique solution
to satisfy
every wish
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Door

Vision

Interface

Touch Screen

2-Cups

Si

Cup capacity

150 pcs. - 100 cc
150 pcs. - 160 cc

Stirrer capacity

300

Number of canisters

8

Number of toppings

2

Number of mixers

2

Boiler

1 x 800 cc

Height of cabinet

750 mm

Height of cabinet + coffee canister

1050 mm

Width

680 mm

Depth

580 mm

Electric power supply

230 V

Max. absorption

1300 W / 50 Hz

